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This Journey was taken in the past and in the present by 
John Rooney AKA “The Wander’in Star” an Intermedia 
Psychogeographic Schizocartography.  Schizocartography 
(Richardson 2015) is a version of Psychogeography in 
combination with cartography, in which something “other” in a 
space is assessed. “something that is might be normally hidden 
behind the veneer of the dominant spectacle of a public space.” 
(Richardson 2015 p 182)
THE  JOURNEY
Practice is presented as follows.
PART ONE
The Collected Journey Box
 (The Deep Maps of the A664)
Polysemic Window
 (The window of observation)
Recorded journey noise
 (The Wand’rin Star hears) 
PART TWO
The Newspaper Maps.
10 Stops on a journey. Informed 
by memory acrtion and observation.
PART THREE
The Path of the Journey.
The fold becomes the route, a 
physical representation of this journey.
PART FOUR
Typographic references 













































































SISTER OR NOT, YOU 
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